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The Core Dynamics insights and techniques quickly cut through 

to the real basis of your inner conflicting thoughts and 
unconscious feelings. The method is based on a set of 

penetrating new insights into the nature of human conditioning 
and how this conditioning affects and limits us, and more 

importantly how to shift the energy patterns that hold our 

limitations in place! The core premise of ‘everything is energy’ 
includes our feeling, emotions and thoughts!    

 

♦ Our childhood conditioning has a pervasive and insidious grip 
on us, controlling our behavior and decision making, keeping 
us locked into a very limited level of self expression and 
enjoyment of our lives. 

♦  

♦ This is because we have made "feeling-level decisions" before 
we developed verbal skills. These are usually experienced as 
conflicting, disruptive energy wave patterns held in the body, 
which cancel out conscious intentions even now as adults… 
creating self-sabotage, unclaimed potential and suffering.  

♦  
♦ That's why will power alone or intellectual approaches like 

affirmations, self-help books, reason, conventional counseling/ 
coaching and cognitive therapy just can't get at them. Only the 
direct experience of resolution can provide the energetic shift 
required to create true inner and outer permanent change. 

♦  

♦ A coaching session helps you to easily and simply clear your 
body of the energetic patterns of the ‘accumulated emotional 
baggage’, ‘charge’ and old emotional habits. It is like running an 
anti-virus program on your computer software, then upgrading 
your hardware – literally and with care. 

♦  

♦ Most issues are permanently resolved in one session, with the 
benefit that this resolution applies to many similar issues in life! 
The core dynamic / feeling-level decision / wave pattern has 
been cancelled / neutralized / dissolved / vaporized… and you 
can use the technique you learn in other life areas.  

Be ‘at cause’ rather than ‘at effect’. 

    
TTTTHE PERMANENT PURE AWARENESS TECHNIQUESHE PERMANENT PURE AWARENESS TECHNIQUESHE PERMANENT PURE AWARENESS TECHNIQUESHE PERMANENT PURE AWARENESS TECHNIQUES 

♦ These techniques have been specifically developed as easy ways to 
directly eliminate the 12 Core Dynamics conditioned, habitual, and/or 
unconscious responses that just aren’t working. 

♦  
♦ Provide you with a direct experiential knowing that they are 

permanently cleared and that you are now empowered to create 
what you intend to manifest in your life.(Like in ‘The Secret’)  

♦  
♦ These techniques that I guide you through take you beyond 

identifications (ego), beyond limitations (beliefs), beyond reaction to 
unmet expectations (emotions/the story) and you are free. 
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♦ Is the very exciting new field of using the Pure Awareness 
Techniques and/or the WaveMaker instrument and in some cases, 
homeopathic corrections to address the root of common problems 
which can be also experienced as manifested health challenges. 

♦   

♦ An Allergy reaction can be permanently cleared in one session. 
♦  
♦ The Peace of Mind, Happiness and Productivity solution addresses 

ADD / ADHD in one session. It is estimated that 70% of the worlds 
population of all ages has an inherited energy pattern (miasm) that is 
very easy to clear with the correct technology and method. I did! 
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♦ Is a new Human Software Engineering Technology device that picks 

up and processes ultra-fine electromagnetic oscillations of everything 
in the body, inverts and cancels out disruptive wave patterns and 
amplifies optimal wave patterns. It has been used in Europe for 40 
years and is called ‘bioresonance technology’. 

It can invert the information/ energy patterns of 
conditioning, habits, traumas, negative emotional 
states, stress, etc. It can also be used to cancel 
out the energy patterns of toxins, pathogens, drug 
residues, addictive substances, allergy reactivity, 
etc. This mode is called “Debug.” 

It can amplify and optimize the energy of the 
naturally occurring resonances of positive emotional states and 
capacities that need optimizing. In addition, it can be used to strengthen 
and balance the energy patterns of the organs systems, glands, cells, 
and molecules. This mode is called “Upgrade.”    

 WAVEMAKER COACHING WAVEMAKER COACHING WAVEMAKER COACHING WAVEMAKER COACHING     

♦ Utilizes all of the tools that have been mentioned prior as a moment-
by-moment sensitive guidance as most appropriate to each client, to 
directly experience resolution, freedom, expansion and choice.  
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FEARS 
STRESS * ANXIETY * ADD / ADHD * 

ADDICTIONS * FATIQUE * CHRONIC PAIN * CONFLICT 
ALLERGY * NEGATIVE  BEHAVIOURS * LOW PRODUCTIVITY 

POOR SELF-ESTEEM * JUDGMENT * BLAME * SHAME 
CONFUSION * FRUSTRATION 

ANGER 

…the list goes on and on…don’t want to fill a brochure naming 
all the types of problems people experience… 

 
I GENUINELY DESIRE TO HELP YOU CLEAR THEM! 
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HUMAN DESIGN SYSTHUMAN DESIGN SYSTHUMAN DESIGN SYSTHUMAN DESIGN SYSTEMSEMSEMSEMS    

♦ The Human Design System is a new, unique and powerful system of 

knowledge.  It provides not only a framework for understanding 

human life itself, but very specific knowledge about each individual: 
their health, their personal psychology both conscious and 

unconscious, their vulnerabilities, as well as their talents, strengths, 
and gifts. In its practical application, it installs confidence in those 

who experiment with the information it provides. It simplifies life 
and helps to restore a sense of purpose and meaning often lost in 
our modern lives.  
 

♦ What is particularly useful for every individual to know is their Type, 
Inner Authority and Strategy, as this provides the means for you to 
know how to always make correct decisions, your energetic role in 
life, and how this fits into ‘the big picture’. It is like the ‘operating 
program’ for each individual, as shown on a Bodygraph chart which I 
interpret and show how you can better understand yourself and 
others. The bottom line is that there is a True Self defined in your 
unique design, yet too often we live from a ‘Not-Self’.  

 
♦ To produce an individuals chart, I ask the birthdate, birth time and 

birth place (city/town). The result can be considered your life design 
of what is consistently available, or activated in the presence of other 
peoples aura fields. 

    

 

 

 



The 12 Core Dynamics insights, the Pure Awareness 
Techniques, WaveMaker and Human Design are major 
quantum leaps for the fields of inner work, personal 
development and coaching. If you want to solve problems 
and get breakthroughs where you just haven’t been able to 
get them before, this is the answer you’ve been looking for. 

Discover 

permanent, fast, safe, easy, painless, inexpensive, resolutions  

with rare, unique and nearly exclusive integrated services: 
 

Using state-of-the-art bioresonance technology, training in 
techniques and homeopathies, I can assist you as a 

• Human Software Engineer 

• WaveMaker Coach  

• ‘Living your Design’ Guide 
• Educator  and New Energy teacher 
• Vibrational healer 

 
PROVIDING THESE SERVICES locally!      

Member of the Association of Biofeedback and Bioresonance Practitioners 
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LU V. NARINE  LU V. NARINE  LU V. NARINE  LU V. NARINE              By appointment only 

QuantumQuantumQuantumQuantum    ShiftShiftShiftShift Center Center Center Center        Coldsteam, BC, Canada 

250.275.1620 
Email: Quantum.Shift@shaw.ca     (Watch for the upcoming website!)  

Newly established in the N. Okanagan, I look forward to meeting you! 

    
Inquire today!  Call or email to schedule an appointment for these 
services in person, via telephone or online, as appropriate: 

 
WaveMaker Coach / Human Software Engineer: 
private coaching session     $100 
therapeutic testing / clearing     (ADD, allergy, etc)  $150 
(discount on multiple sessions) / GST & fee increase effective 01/01/09 

 
Human Design 
Design chart interpretation / by depth    $50  - $200 
 
Living Your Design Awakening Weekend      $349 
Call for details re chart included, manual used, earlybird discounts 
 
Healing Session Tablework 
‘The Reconnection’   Reconnective Healing,   Signature Cell Healing 
and tuning forks        



 
Vibrational Healing ServicesVibrational Healing ServicesVibrational Healing ServicesVibrational Healing Services    
    
I will be most glad to discuss the modalities I use to assist you in 

facilitating healing. ☺    
 

    
Meet LuMeet LuMeet LuMeet Lu Narine Narine Narine Narine    
    
Throughout my lifetime, I’ve  
always been attracted to the  
healing arts and ‘complementary  
fields’ – spending many years  
working in health food stores 
and various wellness enterprises.  
     
With certification in many  
Healing modalities (such as 
Reiki, Quantum Healing, NLP, 
Yuen Energetic Healing,  
Signature Cell Healing,          
Reconnective Healing,      
‘The Reconnection’ and others); 
I have also taken many personal  
development courses including  
the Context Associated series.  
 
I am simply passionate about Human Software Engineering, 
WaveMaker Coaching and Human Design Systems as I personally 
have gained so, so much since discovering them. Through extensive 
training and personal coaching, I have gained the experience necessary 
to be of true assistance to others, and really am satisfied in my field of 
work. With advanced courses ahead, my journey is ongoing!  
 
My lifetime passions have been metaphysics / spirituality and flower 
gardening. Many of my greatest teachers have been non-physical 
energetic Beings of great love, wisdom, compassion and humour – and 
my human teachers are too numerous to list here (with the exception of 
Tom Stone). 
 
My Human Design is a 6/2 Generator with the single defined ‘Channel of 
Discovery’. This means in part that I know my direction, commit to 
experience it thoroughly and only fully understand the gifts and magic of 
it all at the end…so I repeat, my journey is ongoing! It is paramount that I 
live my design with authenticity, congruency and integrity.  
 
Recently moved to the N. Okanagan with my cat Black-Ki, my intention is 
to create a safe space for many forms of healing, sharing little-known 
cutting edge systems for accelerated learning, and more importantly, to 
help each person in the shift to knowing and feeling what is true and 
correct for themselves. I have a deep interest in women’s empowerment. 
 
I am proud to offer a clean, beautiful, private, professional, comfortable 
and casual environment for these services. I have a room set aside for 
clothed healing sessions as well as a classroom and coaching center 
with LazYBoy recliners and a winter fireplace. I welcome you. 
 
 
 
 
 


